DONUTSS project

Data on Nutrients to Support Stewardship
Vision

Implementation of coherent and action-targeted nutrient flow data collection, monitoring and publishing schemes

- $P, K, Mg, N$
- Designed to target key mgmt. points
- Available and coherent across scales
- Mass flows and composition
Opportunity for EU to export know-how
Why a project?

Modifying data related schemes takes time…

… project as a means to fill in the most compelling data gaps in the short-term

But it also needs clear priorities, strategy and coordination…

… project as definition and establishment phase
Proposed planning

Proposal and funding  
*End 2015*

Definition of data needs and collection paths  
*2016*

Conclusions  
*End 2016*

Implementation  
*2017 onwards*
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Project definition
Thank you

Questions, inputs, ideas?

Ottavia Zoboli
zoboli@waterresources.at

Kimo van Dijk
kimo.vandijk@wur.nl